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Detection or Unsoundness and Vice in Horses. 

1. unsoundness. 

What is roundness ? - Just 1 -:au is meaht by a sound horse is 

a much disputed clUeS -ion. Many litigations have arisen over the 

interpretation 01 t -e ;,o:cd. Veterinarians as a rule have very little 

knowledge 01 law and lawyers kno:; less about veterinary subjects 

and hence it is diIiicult for them to agree upon a definition of 

soundness. 

V 
Strictly speaking, sound, means without imperfection or 

blemish but such a condition it seldom if ever met with. veterin- 

arians define soundness from a medical i:oint of view; lawyers look 

at it differently and the predominating idea among the:: is that a 

horse is sound ii he is able to pen orm in a satisfactor vay the 

work ior which he is fi t ted by nature. 

.:e latter definition, though commonly accepted, is dangerous 

and many deceptions are fostered by it. Unsoundness is any deviation 

fm: the noll state and is Lhereiore the 1.erfection of animal 

heaith ans form l'aplin in one or his books writes4 "A sound horse 

should pospss a perfect state of both frame and bodily health, 

without exception or ambiguity, the total absence4 of blemishes 

as well as defects, and freedom rrom every imperfection 

and v.11 impec'ilments uo sight and action". lhe adoption of such a 

stanard as this would put a. end to much of the useless. expenditure 

in lawyers lees. Lawyers realize this and insist in defining 
OLA soundness in a coromising way. In 4i:ri article the ueiihition will 

be given its strictest interpretation, very aptly expressed in the 

above words or Taplin. This stand is taken on the ground that if 



the buyer be able to detect unsoundness he can also judge the degre.e 

Irv\ 

to which the animals usefulness id e. pared. 

Importance to Breeders and Dealers.- The value of a knowledge 

of the more common defects of the horse to the breeder and dealer 

cannot easily be overestimated. it is of importance to the former 

on account of the tendeLc:,, of any inherent weakness in any animal to 

be transmitted to its offspring. The knowledge that such weakness 

exists and that it is transmissible is certainly of great value 

in the selection of breeding animals. 

The dealer who cannot, in a few minutes, make a sstematic 

examination of an anil_al and detect malformations, symptoms of 

diseases al:d common vices, if they be present, is at the mercy of 

unscrupulous hors+fadel.s. The general farmer's welfare is also 

suiTiciently affected by the horse business that a knowledge of 

this subject may, many times, mean dollars and cents to him. 

It is the purpose of i,.is paper to give briefly the symptoms of 

the more coirmon and serious blemishes, unsoundness, and vices 

that affect the equine race. 

Diseases Constituting Unsoundness. 

Diseases of the Bone. Bone Spavin.- This 

disease is due to inflammation between the bones of the hock 

joint. To lessen the ensuing irritation nature throws out a bony 

detposit cementing the bones together. This bony bunch is thought 

by man to be the cause_ of the lameness, while in fact it is a result 

61' t, anCt in many cases is the agent by which lameness is rel:ioved. 

J2lie use of both hand.an6 eye re essential in the detection 

of spavin. The examiner 1)laces himself by the horse's (corres- 

1110 ioe limb any., stooping' his body obtains a good plofile of 



the inside cbf the .nock where the exostosis makes its appearance. 

By comparinE the sound hock with the suspected one any small defect 

in the latter will be aparent to the practiced eye. If ocular 

examination is not satisfactory it is an advantage to couple the 

feel with the sight. The surface of the inside of the hock is 

naturally uneven with protuberanqes and depressions and some practice 

is necessary before one can detect abnormal inecualities. The 

novice is much aided, however, by comparing the suspected hockjoint 

_tn the sound one. 

A horse is or ten lame in the hock joint without an. outwar6 

appearance of spavin. the exostosis is not apparent to either eye 

or hand and diagnosis is thus rendered very difficult. 'Other 

methods must then be resorted to, to locate the lameness. The 

horse may go lame when started but will "warm out" of it. If 

the hock joint be flexed and held in that position for a minute 

or two, then suddenly released and the animal be struck a smart 

blow to make him styt quickly the presence of spavin will usually 

cause marked lameness of the horse in taking the i'irst few steps. 

The animal is unwilling to step rom side to side and when 

compelled to, coes so with a decided hop. In t rning suddenly 

the animal displays a jerky lameness, similar to string helt. 

In standing the hock is slightly flexed, the weight of the body 

is thrown as much as possible on the toe, as!it is also in 

moving. This causes the toe to be excessively worn. 

Ringbone.- Ringbone is of the same nature and is caused 

in the same way as spavin but is located in the pastern joint, 

ceeLting together the lagge and small pastern bones and making 

the joint practically immovable. It occurs more frequently on the 

ilind than on the fore feet. It is usually apparent to the eye 
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but if of the hand should. be passed over the part that no small 

tumor may escape detection. There is more or less lameness which is 

increased by making the animal travel in a circle and make short 

turns. Lameness is more decided on hard than on soft ground. In 

stepping the root is held stiffly and the root leaves the ground 

vith a "sna,tchy" movement. /Aroph:), of the muscles. due to their 

inactivity grows apparent as the case becomes one of long 

standing. 

Side bones.- Are common to the rront feet only. They may 

be detected by pressing the thumb and finger on the back part or the 

to-ot just above the hoof. Small, hard prominences in that re ion 

denote Elie presence or sidebones. The foot is stiffened and 

lamed more on hard ground than on sort. 

Diseases of the Teeth.- The teeth of a horse should always be 

carefully examined as the general health of the animal depends in 

a large measure on the proper working of these highly useful 

mebers. chronic in -digestion, colic, and in fact many digestive 

disorders are very frequently traceable to bad teeth. They 

frequently cause swellings and ulcerations on the face of the 

animal. They may be detec'ted by the roul odor they give to the 

breath and saliva. I, horse afflicted with diseased teeth will 

Stop chewing sudden and spi, out the ioo which has become 

quidded up in his mouth. '-hen drinking they will stop suddenly and 

start back. 
, lien driven they show a tendency to hold the head on 

one side and drive on one line. 



l of evil and Fistulous Withers.- These diseases are identical 

in natuce except that the former is situated on the crest of tLe Lead 

just back of the ears, while the latter is a cis; use of the withers 

or lower neck.. In both theme is a colection of pus which at first 

causes but little pain of A manipulation but gradually becomes more 

painful as the pus increases. Zhere is a yellow serum in the swell- 

ing at rirst which gradually turns to pus as the disease progresses. 

Jiis pus tends to burrow down between the muscles, sometimes 

breaking out at a considerable distance from the original 

swelling. Ihe swelling on one OT both sides is at first di-I:Luse 

later becomes circumscribed. 

Curb. curb does not always cause 111(-;bS. II lameness 

is present it due uu a sudden strain or une ligamenLs or the hock 
or may be uue to sp4Vin which frequently- accompanies curb. 

Instead or a straight line Trom the point or the hock to the 'et 

look joint there is a convex swelling reaci,.7i.hL three or four 

inches below the hock. In some horses this line is naturally curved 
but in such a case it may be told from curb by manipulation. 
The natural "curby" hock is soft and movable while the diseased 
one is hal.L and immovable. The reknforceing ligament of the 

performs tendon may be enlarged but this differs from curb in 
extending furtnei. down i,hc: icL. 

Diseases of the Respiratory System. 

aRoaring and .-listlin&. This disease is due to any cause that 
maY obstruct the passage of air thru the larynx and in most cases is 

due to paralysis of the muscles which control the lent lid or the 
glottis. This remains perfectly closed and as the air passes over 
it; makes a whistlin roaring soulid. 



The suspected horse should be driven or ridden on full 

stomach for about one-half a then by applying the ear near 

the tn-roat tne tell -tale sound may be detected. 

If not apparent the first time the animal should be exercised briskly 

again and din until no doubt reains.as to his soundness in this 

,alowing to rest a few minutes after brisk exercise, 

befpre applying the ear to his throat is often the best method. 

Heaves. Heaves is due to the al -tells of the lungs being 

ruptured and a diseased condition of the pneumo-gastric nerve. 

This disease is usually detectec:: by a seep grunting cough which 

is very characteristic. There is usually mild indigestion and 

passing of gas iron, the bowels. Inspiration is free and natural 

vihdie expiration is labored. There is a double bellows like action 

of the flank, caused by a voluntary contraction of the abdominal 

muscles in an extra eirort to expel the air from the lungs. This 

disease usually occurs in greedy feeders. 

Diseases of the Lye. 

i-aralysis of the O, tic In this disease the retina 

of the eye is entirely unresponsive to the sensation of sight. 

The external appearance of the eye may, however, remain normal, 

the eye being clear and bright. The existence may be tested by 

passig the ringer bed ore the eye, in which case if the animal be 

blind he will not wink. The animals sense of touch and hearing 

la greatly enhanced, so the finger must be passed slowly, or 

tie horse will detect its proximity through the other senses .and 

the test The best test is to place the horse in a dark 

stable and hold a candle close to the eye; the pupil will not change 



in size if the disease is present as it does normally. 1,eave the 

horse in darkness for a time then pesent a lighted candle to his 

aye suddenly and note if he gives any indication tf being concious 

of its presence. 

Simple Opthalmia.- This is a simple injemation of the 

membrane covel.ing the eye. ,_he eye is red and irli_tated, the lids 

are swollen and there is a profuse discharge or tears. .she blood 

vesse.Ls on the surrace o1 the eyeball are distended with blood 

and the eye presents a milky or bluish appearance. Strong light 

is irritating to the eye. 

Periodic Opthalmia.- a horse is afflicted with the 

disease the result is usually total blindness. In early stages 

ge 
the "haw" is drawn nearly across the eye, tears are shed profue4e-ly 

the presence of light is exceedingly painrul to the eye, the 

cotlea is clouded. In a week or so the eye clears up leaving a 

light yellow band about the iris which becomes more marked in 

each succeeding attack. .s the disease progresses lympx and pus 

collect in the aqueous humor, the coinea becomes white and clouded 

and in the end is pel-alanenti, so. 

cataract.- natal act consisids of* opacity of the lens of 

the eye and may be partial or complete. It begins as a small 

Slot then gradually spreads over the whole eye. In examining a 

horse's eye do not let your own sight be conrused by the reilection 

of surrounding objects but examine the eye from all angles. 



Diseases of the Nervous System. 

Uhorea.- One form of this disease Is known as 'string halt" 

in which the eontrol of the hind legs is lost. the ieet jerk up 

high in stepping sometimes striking the belly. This is aggravated 

by cold weather and when the animal has been standing ior some time 

The other form of this disease known as "immobility' is 

identical in nature with string -bit but a different set of nerves 

seem to be arrlicted and the horse has great diiiiculty in 

starting, the hind feet seeming to be glued to the groui1d. Ater 

starting however the animal may go along very nicely. 

Diseases of the Skin. 

This disease is caused by a parasite and is 

contagious in its nature. its presence is shown by a rough, staring, 

scabby skin. The horse is constantly bluing -id scratching 

himself and sores and hairless places make their appearance on 

difi'el.ent parts of the anima's body. iviany other skin diseases are 

similar to mange in nature and symtoms but not as serious an 

unsoundness, but any animal whose skin pre,)erits the appearance 

described above is a goo6 subject to leave strictily alone. 

arts.- These tumors, %,hile nob v,ith the animals 

useu.t.tnes:,, except when located on parts of uhe animal where uhe 

saciule or nurness may cause irritation, Certainly do not add to 

hie appearance. iiowevel tlie:y are very easily detected and the 

buyer may use his judge:_ent as to their importance. 



in 

,i_seases of Lymphatic elands. 

Glanders anti .Carcy.- modifications of the same disase. 

lymphaties or absorbent' vessels are affected and in 

both nature..sakes an ei'fort to throw out of tn.e system an animal 

poison. The different modes of accomplishing -is expulsion 

uetermines the diiierence between the diseases. In glanders it is 

thrown out thru the nostrils while in farcy it collects in little 

hard, swellings called farcy 'budS" which discharge the poison 

of the disease. 

Glanders is recognized by a characteristic discharge from 

the nostrils associateo with the enlargement or the submaxillary 

Lmpnatic she mucus iro.n the nose is at.7first slightly 

yellow or amber col.ol'ed soon becomes viscid, adheri to them of 
the nostrils and to the liair around it. The discharge ilov,s 

siowiy, in fact seems be stationary and is thrown out in lumpy 

masses during the ci i of t of snorting or on excicise. The 

membrane lihink the n -s cavity loses its normal color and 

assumes a leaden Lue, as tie asc Lo__sses ulcers also 

appear in this region. 

ii'arcy usually begins by a swelling on tha inLaLt oi the 

ieL,s but sometimes 1,11C; buds ap.p al cif d yips. se buds enlarge 

ana bi.eakand a thin oily colole,, iluid, escapes and coagulates on 

the hair sulTou_ding the ulcer.Thougi, other diseases 

picsntin_ nearly ti-, same sympttomsa fttrpy=and not neai-gty so 

yet a swonen uluelatea leg may well be suspicionea 

and the opinion of a coLipetent veterinarian 4;oulc, be obtain ;u at 



Diseases of the 1,;eet. 

Lamiitts.- Is. caused by ihflamliation of 6.ie sensi6ive 

lamitAxEte or the root and appears in two forms, the acute and the 

chronic. In acute there is severe inflammation of the front feet 

which are hot to totrch, the pulse is hard and wiry. Sometimes 

1.11e horse will lie down and roll in pain. If he can walk at all 

th a stirr stiiteLi Lait. 

Chromic Laminitis may roi_Lovi ; acute 1 0:C ci may come on 

.1L.L_OL46 preeec,6, the The symptoms are the same as 

in acute Out not so marxed. In cases of long, standing the hoot 

bee0i,it.:1-.; 

U01.11.S. the nor se that is aillieteu b,16h eOifl5, si.oiiS it 

bUVE-vt. 16aLeness ecne, oL, to stel, on tilt of his root; 

uLlb is Macu hen traveling on iaara roads,4 In stanc,ing the 

horse keeps his vi e:1_16 on the toe. The coin appears to the eye 

as a small dark spot on the sole of the root. il the sole is cut 

trizouLn a cnareLete.Lietic, ill smelling,vvatery,iiuld escapes. 

The nature of vice is such that it leaves very few signs 

by which it may be recognized. In examining a strange horse for 

sicns of vicious habits much can be learned in observing the manner 

in which the groom goes about the animal. Observe _o the horse is 

tied and note the expression of his face. nave him tied loosely in 

the stail anu atuii hIM unooselvLL 101 a to examine 

his let L.nu judge the horse is disposition from the manner in 

"Etch the groom hanales the horse. If a strap is buckled tightly 



about the hots neck he is probably addicte6. to or 

$cribbitg. Examille his teeth anu ii the horse is a 4cribber you 

will find his teeth are beveieu orl in a pecuiiav manner. The 

hoist may be subjc- to vices of which he will give no sign for v:eeks 

when they will suddenly crop out. A man may be said to bc thoroly 

acquainted with an animal only after raising him or owning him 

l'or a numb r- e 


